
V4A4 - Representation Theory II (Introduction to geometric representation theory)

Exercise Sheet 10

Important information:

• Due Friday, January 13 at 10:15am (just before lecture).
• You may write your solutions by hand or in LaTeX.
• You are allowed to work in groups of 2–3 people if you would like.
• On the top of each sheet you hand in, please include your name and an email address.

1. Consider the Coxeter group (W,S) associated to the Coxeter graph • •∞
s t

. Answer the

following questions.

(a) (1 point) Show that W ∼= S2 n Z as abstract groups.

(b) (2 points) In this part of the exercise, we will realize W as an affine reflection group.1 As
setup, define the subspace U = Rαs of the geometric representation. Now define for any
r ∈ R, the affine hyperplane

Hαs,r := {λ ∈ U | 2(λ, αs) = r}.
With these definitions, show that W is isomorphic to the affine reflection group generated
by sαs,0 and sαs,1, where sαs,r is the affine reflection in the hyperplane Hαs,r, and it is
defined by λ 7→ λ− (2(λ, αs)− r)αs.

(c) (3 points) Give an analogous description for the Coxeter group (W,S) associated to the

Coxeter graph
• •

•

s t

u

.

2. (3 points) Show that the Coxeter group attached to the Coxeter graph • • •∞
s1 s2 s3

is

isomorphic to PGL2(Z) := GL2(Z)/{±1}.

You may use the following hints:
(1) The group PGL2(Z) is generated by the order two elements(

0 1
1 0

)
,

(
−1 1

0 1

)
,

(
−1 0

0 1

)
.

You can use this to build a morphism ϕ : W → PGL2(Z).

(2) Let PSL2(Z) be the index two subgroup of PGL2(Z) consisting of matrices
PGL2(Z) with determinant 1. Then PSL2(Z) is the free product of the group
of order 2 generated by ϕ(s1s3) with the group of order 3 generated by
ϕ(s1s2).

1That is, it is a group generated by affine reflections, i.e., those where the reflection hyperplanes are not required
to pass through the origin.
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3. For this exercise, fix the vector d = (1, 3, 4). Consider the partial flag variety F ld.

(a) (1 point) Write down the standard parabolic subgroup Pd such that F ld ∼= GL4(C)/Pd.
In the case of this exercise, what is the Weyl group W of GL4(C), and what is the
parabolic subgroup WP corresponding to Pd?

(b) (1 point) How many Schubert varieties are there in F ld?

(c) (2 points) Give each one of your Schubert varieties a natural label. Now draw the Hasse
diagram of the poset of Schubert varieties for F ld; that is, each element of the poset is
given by a Schubert variety Ω (you should use your natural labels), and there is a covering
relation Ω < Ω′ if and only if Ω ⊆ Ω′. How is this poset related to the Bruhat order poset
for W? In particular, can you guess what the dimensions of your Schubert varieties are?

4. (3 points) The point of this exercise is to show you that there exist non-smooth Schubert
varieties. Consider the symmetric group S4 with its standard set of generators si, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Recall that X = Gr(2, 4) ⊂ P5 is defined by a single quadratic equation (a Plücker relation).

Show that the Schubert variety Ω{2,4} in X labeled by the permutation s3s1s2 is singular2 at the
point Ω{1,2}.

5. In this exercise, we will study the next-simplest partial flag varieties after Grassmannians.
These are the incidence varieties I = In = F l(1,n−1,n). (Note that the partial flag variety you
studied in Exercise #3 is the incidence variety I3.)

(a) (1 point) Let Pn−1 = P(Cn) be the projective space of lines in Cn, and let

P̌n−1 = P((Cn)∗) be the projective space of hyperplanes in Cn. Show that I ⊆ Pn−1×P̌n−1

is defined by the equation

x1y1 + · · ·+ xnyn = 0,

where x1, . . . , xn are the standard coordinates on Cn and y1, . . . , yn are the dual
coordinates on (Cn)∗.

(b) (2 points) Show that the Schubert varieties in I are of the form

Ii,j := {(V1, Vn−1) ∈ I | V1 ⊆ 〈e1, . . . , ei〉 and 〈e1, . . . , ej−1〉 ⊆ Vn−1},
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and i 6= j.

(c) (1 point) Show that the Schubert variety Ii,j is defined by

xi+1 = · · · = xn = y1 = · · · = yj−1 = 0.

Use this to conclude that the Schubert variety Ii,j is not smooth for 1 < j < i < n, and is
smooth otherwise.

2A Schubert variety Ω is singular at a point x ∈ Ω if dimTx > dim Ω, where Tx is the Zariski tangent space to
x ∈ Ω.


